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Get genuine INTENZE Tattoo ink sets at TattooSuperstore.com

INTENZE tattoo ink is one of the original and top ink tattoo brands in the world. INTENZE is
manufactured in the USA and was founded by world famous tattoo artist Mario Barth.

Aug. 21, 2010 - PRLog -- TattooSuperstore.com is a trusted and reliable online retailer of INTENZE tattoo
ink.

INTENZE tattoo ink is one of the original and top ink tattoo brands in the world. INTENZE is
manufactured in the USA and was founded by world famous tattoo artist Mario Barth. INTENZE tattoo ink
is tested thoroughly in lab by third parties to ensure quality. The INTENZE colors have been tested for
sterility, Bacillus, yeast, biological, fungal bioburdens . They have also been tested by CT labor Bielefeld,
Germany for investigating for any kind of amines in accordance with the valid German Legislation.

TattooSuperstore.com is the official store to purchase genuine INTENZE tattoo ink and they are available
in a wide range of colors. The INTENZE tattoo ink full product lineup of Sterile tattoo ink colors has more
colors than any tattoo ink manufacturer on the planet. We provide tattoo inks in every possible color that
will add creative flexibility for any tattoo design. The range of tattoo inks includes broad ranges of yellow,
orange, Red, purple/violet, blue, green, white, grey, and black tattoo inks. We offer this huge variety so
tattoo artists can get any tattoo piece imaginable in different vibrant colors. 

We provide over 160 Intenze Colors and continue to develop and innovate products like color mixing
solutions and shading solutions to help artists achieve their top results.  The best way to purchase
INTENZE tattoo ink is to purchase tattoo Ink Sets at competitive prices. TattooSuperstore.com is the
proven choice of artist as they can be confident they are purchasing genuine INTENZE tattoo ink direct
from the manufacturer. This is the best way to avoid purchasing Mentioned below is the list of color sets
which will enable to give tattoo artists their creative best while creating a customized design for any style of
tattooing. Whether color portrait tattoos, black & grey tattoos, Japanese tattoos, fantasy tattoos, tribal
tattoos, or nature tattoos TattooSuperstore.com has the tattoo ink you need to accomplish any tattoo you set
out to complete. 

Intenze Ultimate tattoo ink Set
101 Color tattoo Ink Set
54 Color Set Tattoo Ink
25 Color tattoo ink set
19 Color Tattoo Ink Set
10 Pastel Color Tattoo Ink Set
Earth Tones Color Tattoo Ink set
Intenze Mike DeMasi color Portrait Set
Mario Barth Gold Label
Intenze Bowery Ink by Bowery Stan Moskowitz
Intenze Bowery Ink Limited Edition by Bowery Stan Moskowitz
Intenze Essential Silver Tattoo Ink set
Dragon Color Tattoo Ink Set
Intenze Japanese Tattoo Ink Set
Grey Wash Tattoo Ink Set
Boris from Hungary Color Line Set
Lining Black Tattoo Ink Kit
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For more information and to buy tattoo ink, you can visit www.tattooSuperstore.com . You can also contact
us at Intenze Products, 215 Rt, 17 South, Rochelle Park, NJ. You can call us at 201.342.4446 and get
genuine Intenze tattoo ink sets at great prices!
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